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Next Meeting:
Wednsday, October 23rd, 2013 - 6:30 PM
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall
318 Keary St., New Westminster

President’s Column - Ed Pretty
I hope everything went well at the last meeting. I understand we had a
lot of new members sign up, which is awesome. Welcome to all new members! I
hope you enjoyed Art’s presentation on the Irish wall. Quite an honor for Art to
have been invited to such a collaboration and I am sure he shared some unique
adventures and perhaps techniques with you all.

September food suppliers:
Bill Thomas, Jim Tilley, David
Urquahart, Dell Valair, Chris Van
Netten & Phil Vetra

•

Tech Talk — Bruce Campbell will
host a forum for your technical
questions.

•

Focus on form and finish — Larry
Steveson will moderate a critique of
your pieces.

•

New members forum — How to get
the most out of being a member of
the GVWG.

October 2013

From the number of email requests I’ve had, it sounds like Turning 101
has already started off with a full class. Many thanks to Gerry Vickers for making
this such a successful venture. I don’t think there’s any numbers recorded but I
know that many members have had a smoother start to turning than they would
have otherwise because of Gerry’s and his helpers’ continued efforts. Remember
that if you make a project in 101, bring it to the meeting so that we can see your
wares and get in on the draw for prizes.
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Not sure if you read the article I posted in last month’s newsletter
about two challenges in 2104. I’ll have a chance at the next meeting to explain
them a little more thoroughly and hopefully answer some questions. One thing I
did consider when I was basking in the sun on the deck of the ship with Margarita
in hand, was that the “Twenty Bowl Challenge” would be more appropriate if it
was the “Twenty Something Challenge”. It occurred to me – as I observed the
variety, uh, shapes around the pool – that not everyone is a bowl turner. It doesn’t matter how I made that connection, just know that Margarita’s are a great
creative catalyst. The objective of the challenge is to improve your skill and if you
turn boxes, why not 20 boxes, or 20 pens (that would be a bit pricey, but I know
of at least one member who just bought $1100 worth of pen kits) or 20 bottle
stoppers or 20 eggs or…. I also looked at the remnants of the 35 bowls that I
turned a couple of years ago and some of them were pretty small. There’s no
reason they have to be large bowls. You develop almost the same skill with a 4”
bowl, just not quite as many cuts. On the other hand, smaller bowls have their
own challenges. That would also make it cheaper or at least easier to get bowl
material. Anyway, the goal posts have been widened to more than just bowls.
I truly hope some of you are considering the Twenty Something Challenge and/or the Collaborative Challenge. I really would like to encourage you to
push your skill and creative boundaries. There’s plenty of time to git ‘er done.
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Presidents column, continued - Ed Pretty
Don’t forget the Mike Jackofsky demo on November 2. An opportunity for a unique presentation on hollow-form turning as well as bowl turning. A vacancy has opened up in the workshop on November 4/5 (one two-day
workshop). If you have been thinking about this, now is your chance to jump in. Let me know at efpretty@shaw.ca.
Barbara Dill is considered one of the two foremost demonstrators, along with Mark Sfirri, in multi axis
turning. This is your chance to take your turning in another direction or at least add another skill in design. I’ve seen
both presenters and Barbara definitely takes a lot of mystery out of the conceptual part. Her demo is on December
7 and the workshop is on the 8th. The workshop is filling fast so again, let me know if you are interested.
Don’t forget this month’s President’s challenge is Dig This: a scoop from one piece of wood. November’s
challenge – to help you get ready for Christmas dinner – is “Fine Dining”: a set of four napkin rings. If you plan on
entertaining or have more than four in your family, make it 6 or 8 or… Your call, but it’s got to be at least 4. I hesitate to put a standard on these but I’m thinking they should encircle the napkin in some way. Remember, the key
word is “rings”. Such wags as Merv and Maarten have been known to think as far out of the box as they can just
from my sake, but I would like to see more than a round block of wood to hold the napkin down on the table.
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Turning 101 October 2013 - Gerry Vickers
Our first turning 101 session for the 2013/2014 season was a big success from all that participated . We had four
new turners and one that's been turning for a couple of years.
This year we started with Jay Mapson demonstrating pen turning which was a great success . He is a excellent
demonstrator and doesn't miss a trick, and I was very impressed with his patience and expertise . We started with putting a
piece of wood on and just made chips using a spindle roughing gouge, graduated to using a bowl gouge and then the skew . In
the afternoon we started turning pens . I know I will see at least five new pens on the Turning 101table at the next guild
meeting . This is a picture of them showing off there pens . As you can see they are very proud of there success, Jay & I are
very proud of them too.
The next demo will be November 09 2013 Christmas decorations. If you are interested please see me at the guild
meeting on October 23rd, 2013.
Thanks again to Maria, Brian, Byron, Graham & Dan. It was a great day of turning by all of you and a special thank
you for the team work on pitching in for clean up.
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Making a wooden stone wall - Art Liestman
In October 2012, I was invited to participate in a collaborative art making project to be held in Ireland at the end of May
2013. There were 10 international invitees and 10 Irish participants. The plan was to make a piece for display at the Visual Centre
for Contemporary Art in Carlow, Ireland. In particular, we planned to make an Irish stone wall from wood.
The artists involved were primarily woodturners, but there were also
furniture makers and one carver. The artists were: Roger Bennett (Ireland),
Michael Brolly (US), Christian Delhon (France), Sharon Doughtie (US), Liam
Flynn (Ireland), Adam Doran (Ireland), Louise Hibbert (Wales), Brendan Hogg
(Ireland), Emmet Kane (Ireland), John Lee (Ireland), Art Liestman (Canada),
Glenn Lucas (Ireland), Terry Martin (Australia), Ambrose O’Halloran (Ireland),
Brid O’Halloran (Ireland), Cillian Ó Súilleabháin (Ireland), Mark Sanger
(England), Neil Turner (Australia), Jacques Vesery (US), and Xiang Dong Wang
(China). In addition, we had a Taiwanese film crew and an Irish still photographer documenting our efforts. The work was done at Glenn Lucas’ studio several kilometers outside of Carlow (a city south of Dublin).
If you are interested in an overview of the project, the film crew produced a short video to be shown at the gallery alongside our installation. It can
be seen on youtube - search for Irish Wall.
The participants did a lot of planning in advance with much discussion
and sharing of drawings and pictures via email in the months leading up to the
actual making of the wall. On our first day, we met at the museum where the
piece was to be displayed and then got a field trip to see some actual Irish stone
walls. Work began early the next morning and proceeded for 6 very long days
until the piece was installed in the museum. Our plans continued to evolve as
the week went on with many final details determined in the last 24 hours.
In final form, the wall is a bit more than 7 meters long and about 1
meter tall. One end of the wall is colored to look like stone, fading into a natural
wood look for most of the length of the wall. The other end is terminated with
a vertical stone modeled on a stone fence post and colored to look like stone.
There is green lichen (made from wood) on many of the stones. Many bits of
detritus reside on the wall including some broken pottery, a rusted tailpipe, an
old key, a cigarette, and a piece of jewelry. In addition there is a spider and its
web, the tail of a mouse, a snake, and a lizard. The fence post retained remnants of the
broken metal hinge and a bit of the wooden gate. Elsewhere, there is a wooden door that
opens to reveal a hidden giant Chinese/Irish coin. All of these items are made of wood.
The wall is built in 7 sections so that it can be moved, but the sections are undetectable
when it is assembled.
We did use some materials other than wood. Many screws and some metal
straps hidden within the wall hold it together and give it strength. There is also a somewhat obscure hologram in one section of the wall that lights up when triggered by a hidden
electronic sensor. We used acrylics for coloring.
A lot more can be said, but space is limited. If you saw my presentation, you saw
the video and more than 100 pictures. Short of that, here are a few pictures to give you
an idea of the project. The good pictures are by Harry Reid (our Irish still photographer
and an excellent woodturner). The lousy ones were taken by me.
Participating in this project was a fantastic experience and is one of the highlights
of my woodturning career. I wish you all could have been there, too.
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Al Koehn - Lidded Box - 3x7 in - Maple Burl and Ebony - WOP

Al Koehn - Pepper Mill - 2.25x5 in - Black Ebony - WOP

Allan Cusworth - Carry Handle for Plastic Shopping Bag - 1x6 in - Butternut - Shellawax Cream
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Allan Cusworth - Various Woods and Sizes - Shellawax or
Lacquer

Allan Cusworth - Wedding Goblet - 2.75x6.5 in - Maple - Salad Bowl Beeswax and Buffed

Beverley Pears - Fish Bonker - 3x13 in - Sugar Maple - Lacquer
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Bill Cobb - Pepper Mill - 2.5x18 in - Maple - Tung Oil
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Bill Cobb - Pepper Mill - 3x36 in - Maple - Tung Oil

Bill Cobb - Tea Light Holder - 4x6 in - Maple - Tung Oil

Bryan Whitta - Bowl - 11.25x5.5 in - Denim Lodgepole Pine- WOP
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Chris Stiles - Bowl - 8x2.5 in - Walnut - Tung Oil

Chris Stiles - Wedding Goblets - 2.5x6 in -

Chris Stiles - Travel Mug - 4.5x8 -

Black Locust - Tung Oil

Nurra - WOP

Graham Colwell - Pen - Cocobolo and Tulipwood and Aluminum - CA and BLO
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Jay Mapson - Goblet - 75x225 mm -

Jay Mapson - Salt Shaker and Pepper Mill - 3x6 in -

Douglas Fir - Unfinished

Maple - Unfinished

Jim Johnson - Hollow Form - 8x5 in - Quilted Maple - WOP
Jay Mapson - Salt Shaker and Pepper Mill 2 3x6 in - Maple - Unfinished

Jim Tilley - Plate - 18 in - Maple - Poly
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John Spitters - Hollow Form - 6.75x19 in Maple - WOP and CA Glue and Leather Dye

John Spitters - Hollow Form (Urn) - 8x8.25 - Maple WOP and CA Glue and Leather Dye

John Spitters - Thin Walled Bowl - 10.5x4 in - Maple - WOP
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Keith Hudson - -A- Lift - 16.5x2 in -

Keith Husdon - Xmas Ornament - 2.5x7 in -

Maple and Denim Pine - Saman

Sea Shell and Maple - Flat Lacquer

Merv - Clewes Box - 7x6 in - Maple and Walnut - Lacquer

Peter McLaren - 3 Sided Flask - 3x7 in Maple - Unfinished
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Peter McLaren - Shallow Thin Bowl - 5x1.75 in - Maple Clapham's Polish

Peter McLaren - Cup With A Twist - 3x3.5 in Maple - Unfinished

Peter McLaren - Red Over Black Over Red - 4x9 in -

Peter McLaren - Small Footed Dish - 9x2.5 in -

Maple - Acrylic

Maple - Claphams Wax
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Peter McLaren - Red Over Black Over Red - 4x9 in -

Robert Carlson - Bowl - 8.5x2.5 in -

Maple - Acrylic-2

Maple - Tung Oil Sealer

Ron Kredba - Ornamental Bowl - 5.5x5 in -

Phil Vetra - African Bowl - 8x4 in - Maple -

Black Walnut - MinWax Poly Satin

Teak Oil and Bees Wax
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Robert Carlson - Bowl - 11x2.5 in - Maple - Tung Oil Sealer

Ron Kredba - Small Fruit Bowl - 9.5x3 in - Cedar - Minwax Poly Satin

Ron Kredba - Small Fruit Bowl - 9.5x3 in - Maple - Minwax Poly Satin
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Ron Hadar - Magnifying Glass - Cocobolo - CA Glue

Ron Hadar - Pen - Acrylic

Ron Hadar - Stylus' - Various
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President’s Challenge - “Patent pending”

Beverley Pears - Aluminum Chuck - 5x.25 - Aluminum

Bill Cobb - Drill Press Vise - Maple

Chris Stiles - Ring Tool for
Goblets
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Chris Stiles - Steady Rest

Marco Berera - Outrigger Tool

Keith Hudson - Sandpaper Holders - Pine and Maple
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Marrten Meerman - Tools and Power Adapters

Phil Vetra - Air Station For Air Brush and Carving

Merv - Hollowing Kit
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Robert Carlson - Deep Inside Power Sander - 23 in

Robert Carlson - Tool-post Table - 14x4x5.5 - And
Fordom tool Holder

Ron Hadar - Small Scoop - Olive Olive Oil
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Classifieds & Notifications
Due to a cancellation there is a spot available in the Mike Jackofsky workshop. It is a two day workshop November 4 and 5.
Our new low rate for a two day workshop is now $185. This is a great opportunity to get tutoring in both bowl turning and
hollowing from a great teacher. He will be doing a demo for the guild on Saturday November 2 as well. Of course it’s always
recommended to attend the demo prior to the workshop. View Mike’s work and a description of his demos on his website
http://www.mikejackofsky.com/. Email Ed Pretty efpretty@shaw.ca to reserve the spot. The demo is held at Coquitlam
KMS. Pay Ken Kimberly at the next meeting.
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